Personal, Social and Health Education
Peace and Kindness
Everyone is a piece of creating peace
How can you give the gift of peace?

Music
Recognising high and low notes and how these
create atmosphere or an emotion.
Create a rhythm using repeating pattern for
a space atmosphere.

Science
Introduce, name and identify the planets and the
solar system.
Make working rockets using forces.
Compare planets and discuss how they differ from
planet Earth.

Literacy

Art /DT
Exploring works by Jackson Pollock.
Create a decoupage space scene using JP
technique.
Using drag and squeeze technique design
your planet surface.
Using paper mache design a solar system
mobile.
Design your rocket logo and pattern.

Write a postcard home from Planet Zing.
Use adjectives to describe what you can

Role play
Have you got your Intergalactic passport!
Check-in and Blast off to Planet Zing!

WOW

Movement to Music.
Agility in Space.
Repeating patterns.

Geography

Jesus as a gift of peace

Robot numberbonds to 20.

Rocket subtraction using 1 and 2 digit numbers.

PE

Design our own planet.

RE

Alien encounter—write your own language
to communicate with a friendly alien.

Mathematics

BLAST OFF!
Design, make and launch a rocket.
Lost in Space

Make a solar system to place planets in size and lo-

Locate Earth in the solar system.
Identify and name Earth, UK, and Tilford.
Where are we in the universe?
Discuss differences of a map, globe and satellite image.
Design a map of the school grounds using symbols.

Write a question to interview an Astronaut.
Complete your personal details for your
Intergalactic space travel passport.
Make a fact file about your favourite planet.
Design and name your own planet using
phonic sounds.

KingClass

‘Blast Off’

fisher
Autumn 2

British Values
Responsibility and Mutual Respect
Rule of Law

Counting backwards from 10, 20 and 30.

Using size language (bigger, smaller, largest, smallest, least, greatest) to sort and
order planets.
Solve one step problems that involve addition or subtraction.
Fractions—finding a ‘half’ and a ‘quarter’

Computing
Word processing
I can use capital letters, full stops and finger spaces.

